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cross-industry innovation

How to jump start your innovation efforts  
by implementing a remix strategy!

‘In the near future we’ll be sending people to Mars,  
this is a cross-industry innovation challenge' 

- Omar Hatamleh (Chief Innovation Officer NASA)  
@ The NASA Cross-industry innovation summit

RamonVullings.com

Ramon Vullings 
speaker, cross-industry expert & ideaDJ 
- international keynotes 
- innovation projects 
- leadership learning journeys

We (Ramon & team) help 
companies to look beyond the 
borders of their domain to 
innovate in a smarter way.

@RamonVullings
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1. disruption often comes from outside 
your sector  

2. ideas are discoveries  

3. organisations need a remix strategy

@RamonVullings



A Dutch guy living in Antwerp! 
Now that’s a border-crossing…

www.twinkeling.com/sinaasappelparadijs
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W W X D ?

What 
Would x 

Do?

 
In this chapter we 
investigate how other 
companies tackle their 
business challenges and 
what you can learn  
from them. 

By no means can we be comprehensive, 

as we could easily write an entire book 

(in some cases multiple) per company on 

lessons to learn from them. We have 

chosen a few well-known companies 

and hope to offer a few, perhaps lesser 

known insights.

Keep in mind that cross-industry 

innovation analogies can be drawn at 

various levels: from products to services, 

to processes, to strategies, to leadership 

styles, to business models.

 
Now ask yourself: What Would x Do?



More effect with reduced workforce More effect with reduced workforce



More effect with reduced workforce

cross-industry innovation - learning expeditions

• Develop a shared vision and strategy, enriched by 
reflections from Learning Expeditions 

• Explore  the necessary changes on processes, 
methodologies, organisation, competencies, 
behaviours to support the vision 

• Use creative thinking to get ‘out of the box’ and 
‘cross-industry’ ideas

MODULE 1 
Paris 

MODULE 2 
US, EMEA &  Asia-Pac 
 

MODULE 3  
London  

• Develop a shared understanding of the topic 
and establish common definitions 

• Explore potential ways forward by: 
• Sharing/mapping current experience and 

expertise within our organisation 
• First common vision through Progressive / 

Regressive sequence  
• Learning from external experts 

• Develop and finalize 
recommendations 

• Prioritize recommendations 

• Define the pathway to progress 
towards the vision, as well as 
transformation conditions 

IMPLEMENTATION - iterative process with concrete actions based on the 
recommendations of cross-industry insights 

What is the strategic issue at stake? Key recommendationsWhere do we want to go and how?

Working 
groups & 

webex 

Working 
groups & 
webex 

Intake 
session

Restitution
Sponsor
& ComEx

example: 6 month cross-industry programme

crossindustryinnovation.com



Create a new digital channel… Interviewing experts for other fields

Interviewing experts for other fields

Van Gils (Fashion wholesale)

Mexx (Webshop Analytics)

Vodafone (Telco Partnerships)

Nike (Business Intelligence)

Marc Heleven Ramon Vullings
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Creation Today

new shoes today

Creativity Today
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Automotive meets gaming

Restaurant meets airport Baby stroller meets landing gear
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disruption often comes 

from outside your sector

@RamonVullings
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go from  

‘best’ practices  

to ‘next’ practices !

@RamonVullings
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For innovation you need 

to get out of context  !

@RamonVullings

IBM Institute for Business Value

Redefining Boundaries 
Insights from the Global C-suite Study

For this study, we surveyed 5,247 business leaders from 21 industries in more than 70 countries 
(see Figure 1). Our respondents – most of whom we spoke with face-to-face – represent a wide 
range of public and private enterprises. We’ve analyzed their input extensively, drawing on our 
global team of business strategists, consultants and statisticians. We’ve also used IBM WatsonTM, 
our pioneering cognitive system, to extract additional inferences from the open-ended responses 
we received. 

Figure 1

Regional spread: More than 5,000 CxOs around the world participated in our study

576829

566

357

1,195

1,112

612

North America

Central and South America

Western Europe

Middle East and Africa

Central and Eastern Europe

Asia Pacific

Japan
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“The boundaries of competition  
are becoming ambiguous.” 

Yong Eum Ban, CFO, JoongAng Media Network,  
South Korea

IBM study 
5000+ CxOs on industry trends

2

54% of CxOs expect that 

competition will come from 

other industries!



industry boundaries  

are blurring

@RamonVullings



Business Synonyms

Customer =

Customer =
Customer =
Customer =

Customer =
Customer =



Business Synonym Strings

Customer = Client = Consumer = Student = Patient = Shopper = Buyer = 
Purchaser = Stakeholder = End-user = Patron = Prospect = Supplier = 
Complainer = Pain in the *ss = King = Queen = Dancer = Singer = Guest = 
Troublemaker = Boss = Employee = Civilian = Savage = Animal = Child = 
Teacher = Necessity = A means to an aim = Life Saver = Family = Relation 
= … 

Business Synonym Strings

Service = help = support = listening = aid = life support = account = 
addition = applicability = appropriateness = assistance = avail = benefit = 
business = check = courtesy = dispensation = duty = employ = 
employment = favor = fitness = indulgence = kindness = labor = 
maintenance = ministration = office = overhaul = relevance = serviceability 
= servicing = supply = use = usefulness = utility = value = work…

Supply Chain = handover = transaction = flow = transfer = process = 
column = chain = tube - method = series of actions to achieve result = 
action = advance = case = channels = course = course of action = 
development = evolution = fashion = formation = growth = manner = 
means = measure = mechanism = mode = modus operandi = movement = 
operation = outgrowth = performance = practice = procedure = 
progression = red tape = routine = rule = stage = step = …
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Organisations need a 

‘remix strategy’

@RamonVullings
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T H E  A R T  O F  Q U E S T I O N I N G  |  37

A great idea is not 
an invention,  

it’s a discovery. Cross-industry innovation is 
the commitment we make to 
the process of asking questions, 
combining elements  finding 
patterns and testing concepts.

“You can tell 
whether a man is 
clever by his 
answers.

You can tell 
whether a man is 
wise by his 
questions.” 
 
- Naguib Mahfouz



INDEX

Why don’t rules have expiry dates? 

Why can’t smart energy meters / thermostats select  
the right energy supplier for that moment? 

Why don’t companies swap employees  
like they do in the sports industry? 

Why does a patient get lost in a hospital,  
while in retail the customer’s routing is a true science? 

Why is it so much harder to vote for a politician,  
than for the next top model?

Beautiful questions

• Swapping players is common in the sports industry. Why don’t companies do this with employees? 
• Why can’t Smart energy meters  thermostats select the right energy supplier for that moment? 

• Why don’t cities work more like forests? 

• What if there were no physical stores, cinemas and banks? 

• Why don’t rules have expiry dates? 

• Why can you try out mattresses for 90 days, but you can try out houses for more than 1 day? 
• Why is the tax form so complicated? 

• Why does a round pizza come in a square box? 

• Why do we get previews and samples everyWhere yet do we still order from text based menu's in restaurants? 
Why does a patient get lost in a hospital, while in retail the customer’s routing is a true science? 

• Why is it so much harder to vote for a politician, than for the next top model?  
Why is there an exam for your driver license and no license at all for preparing a meal or having a baby? 

• Why do you have to go to the doctor when you are ill yourself and is one phone call enough to get a 'doctor' for your car?

inside-out



outside-in coupled

VALUE COSTS IMPACT ...

C H A P T E R
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remix 
your 

industry

Remix your industry…

… or remix another industry !

Cross-industry innovation is the clever way  
to jump start your innovation efforts  

by drawing analogies and transferring approaches 
between contexts, beyond the borders of your own 

industry, sector, area or domain.
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Products / Services 
Business Models 

Partnerships 
Leadership 
Processes 
Strategy 
Culture

is just connecting

We — the authors — believe there 

are positive alternatives to many of 

the challenges we face. More elegant 

solutions already exist somewhere else 

— in another area, another industry, 

another sector — yet they are not 

recognised as a possibility. Hence the 

title of this book:

Not Invented Here

Referring to the phenomenon of people 

blocking out ideas from the outside, it 

also indicates that there are beautiful 

alternatives everywhere just waiting to 

be introduced to your context.

This book aims to be a joyful guide, 

using inspiring stories, challenging 

thoughts and many practical tools.  

From cover to cover or at random:  

no matter how you dive in, insights  

are bound to arise.

We would like to invite you to this 

quest called cross-industry innovation, 

learning from other sectors, not just to 

think outside the box — but even more 

importantly — to think outside of your 

industry. We hope to inspire and enable 

you by developing your match sensitivity 

to make even better connections.  

 

Enjoy the journey!

Ramon & Marc

Looking 
for positive  
alternatives 

A book like this does not 
emerge from a library; it has 

resulted from hundreds of 
conversations, innovation 

projects and experiments with 
clients over many years,  
across many industries.
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Learn 
Enhance 
Integrate 

Experiment 

ADAPT 

Enrich 
Modify 

Customize 
Take 1 element 

2

don’t just  

copy-paste, 

copy-adapt-paste !

@RamonVullings
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‘making it fit’  

is more important than  

over-customisation

@RamonVullings
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2

survival: 

it’s not the fittest, 

yet the most fitting!

@RamonVullings
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ideas are not  

so much inventions,  

ideas are discoveries

@RamonVullings

2

someone else has 

solved your problem!

@RamonVullings
2

yet we don’t really  

‘see’ it



We want NEW things!

We are proud of  
our ‘own’ ideas

We don’t want the ‘trouble’  
of fact finding and rather  

start with idea finding

The 10 commandments:  
“Thou shall not steal !”

We don’t really want to  
build upon  

other peoples ideas

We think we have already 
experienced something EGO

(L)EGO
2

we need to go from 

EGO to LEGO !

@RamonVullings



es  ut as een tried 
efore

We left that 
usiness years 

ago

Let’s develop it 
ourselves

t s against  
the rules

The oss won t 
like it

The market  
is not ready  

for this

ince when did 
you eco e an 

expert at

Not for our 
department

possi e to 
make money 

with that

We are not in 
that usiness

t is not 
designed for 

that

That’s too 
simple

Open 
innovation is  

a hype

The new guy 
doesn’t know 
the rules yet

We have our 
own  

department

This won’t 
survive in our 

sector

We can invent 
it ourselves

We are the 
market leader

That’s only a 
start-up

t a ready  
exists

Our customers 
won’t accept it

We are too 
small for that

We are not 
Apple

N O T  I N V E N T E D  H E R E  –  B I N G O
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Now ask yourself: What Would x Do?

SCIENCE  
DISCOVERY 
CHANNEL?

IDEA  

COMPETITIONS IN  

OTHER SECTORS?

OUR ALUMNI 
NET WORK?

STORIES BY SUCCESFUL 

ENTREPRENEURS?

CROWD
SOURCING?

SCIENCE
FICTION?

HISTORY?

PATENT
DATABASES?

MY
COMPETITORS?

MY
CLIENTS?

NASA?

NATURE OR
BIOLOGY?

MY  
SUPPLIERS?

KIDS?

TREND REPORTS  

FROM OUTSIDE MY 

INDUSTRY?

MUSEUM OF  
CONTEMPORY ART?

NEW PEOPLE AT  

THE COMPANY? TRADE 
MISSIONS?

CROWD  
FUNDING  

S ITES?

MAGAZINES  

AND WEBSITES  

ON DESIGN?

THE  
START-UP  
SCENE?

VISTING  
OTHER CITIES?

HACKATONS?

TOP 100  
INNOVATIVE 
COMPANIES?

COMPANY
VISITS?

...

Where  
do you get  
your best 
cross-industry  
ideas?

?



Where to look?

Where to look?
Other companies 
Different sectors 
Nature 
Art 
Sports 
History 
Future 
Bad business 
Travel 
… 
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WWxD?



inspiration from nature

http://www.asknature.org/	

Use knowledge brokers 
There are more elegant solutions out there

Since 1976, NASA’s  

annual Spinoff publication 

has featured the best 

examples of commercialized 

NASA technology.

Visit our website to see 

how more than 1,800 

technologies are benefitting 

your life today.

http://spinoff.nasa.gov

Let NASA-patented technologies drive your business model.

NASA is pleased to offer 
specially selected technologies 
available for your business to 
license today. Standardized 

terms, fees, and royalties mean 
we can quickly turn your license 
application into an agreement.  

 
Browse our portfolio now at 

http://quicklaunch.ndc.nasa.gov.



Your galaxy of knowledge

1.your knowledge 
2.your team’s knowledge 
3.your company’s knowledge 
4.competitive industries knowledge 
5.non-competitive industries knowledge 
6.all known knowledge 
7.the unknown

@RamonVullings
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Start your own cross-industry journey!
On the website you can find a  
wealth of free tools & materials: 
- 15 cool examples 
- 101 cross-industry super sites 
- the cross-industry transfer map 
- inspiring posters 
- 21 ways to remix your business 
- the cross-industry ‘jackpot’ 
- … 

Just visit: crossindustryinnovation.com



…

www.crossindustryinnovation.com/slotmachine
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crossindustryinnovation.com

We can only 
connect the dots 
that we collect.

— Amanda Palmer

1. disruption often comes from outside your sector  
- go from best to next practices  
- industry boundaries are blurring  

2. ideas are discoveries  
- someone else has solved your problem  
- go from EGO to (L)EGO  

3. organisations need a remix strategy 
- follow the cii process  
- use knowledge brokers  
- don’t copy-paste, copy-adapt-paste !

Cross-industry innovation: key insights

2

go outside of your business,  

or you may be out of business!

@RamonVullings
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join the         community at: 

crossindustryinnovation.com  

grab free tools, cases & formats  
to help you on your journey!

Thank you! 

Want the presentation? 
Connect and message me on LinkedIn 

or give a business card ;-) 

Ramon Vullings 

RamonVullings.com@RamonVullings


